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Global Research Weekender: The COVID-19 Dystopia
Keeps on Rolling

By Global Research News
Global Research, April 15, 2022

While the world is anxious about a possible WWIII scenario, the architects of the Great
Reset are shifting their agenda into high gear as the WHO Pandemic Treaty is being set into
motion. 

Let no one drop his/her guard, the COVID-19 dystopia is still in operation. 

Read our selection below and share widely.

***

WHO Pandemic Treaty Submissions. Here Is My Researched Submission Which Anyone May
Use

By Elizabeth Woodworth, April 14, 2022

There  is  an  international  outcry  that  sovereign  nations  will  lose  control  of  their  own
constitutional public health policy control, which it seems may be controlled by a global
WHO/WEF pandemic policy.   We have just  witnessed the extreme shortcomings in the
WHO/FDA/CDC pharma-dominated SARS-2 policies.

Digital Tyranny: The EU Digital Covid Vaccine Certificate Framework

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 11, 2022

As noted in the above Summary, the intent is to extend the Regulation which expires on
June 30 2022 for another twelve months until June 30th, 2023. This extension plays a key
role:  The  EU  Digital  COVID  Certificate  Framework  is  slated  to  be  tied  into  negotiations
pertaining  to  a  worldwide  “Pandemic  Treaty”  which  were  initiated  in  early  March  2022.

Bhakdi/Burkhardt Pathology Results Show 93% of People Who Died After Being Vaccinated
Were Killed by the Vaccine
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By Steve Kirsch, April 12, 2022

The vaccines are bad news. Fifteen bodies were examined (all died from 7 days to 6 months
after vaccination; ages 28 to 95). The coroner or the public prosecutor didn’t associate the
vaccine as the cause of death in any of the cases.

Dr. Peter McCullough: COVID Jab Death Count ‘Is Worse Than a War’

By Infowars.com, April 12, 2022

Speaking  at  the  OPTIMIST  (Offering  Preventive  Therapeutic  Interventional  Medicines
Increasing Safety & Trust) Bahamas COVID-19 Town Hall last week, McCullough explained
how new scientific papers are coming out showing the U.S. death count from the jabs could
be  much  higher  than  the  VAERS  (Vaccine  Adverse  Event  Reporting  System)  has
documented.

The Vaccine Death Report:  Evidence of  Millions of  Deaths and Serious Adverse Events
Resulting from the Experimental COVID-19 Injections

By David John Sorensen and Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, April 11, 2022

The purpose of this report is to document how all over the world millions of people have
died, and hundreds of millions of serious adverse events have occurred, after injections with
the experimental mRNA gene therapy. We also reveal the real risk of an unprecedented
genocide.

The  2020-22  Worldwide  Corona  Crisis:  Destroying  Civil  Society,  Engineered  Economic
Depression, Global Coup d’État and the “Great Reset”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 12, 2022

The e-Book includes analysis of curative and preventive drugs as well as a review of Big
Pharma’s  COVID-19  “messenger”  mRNA  vaccine  which  is  an  “unapproved”  and
“experimental”  drug  affecting  the  human  genome.  (It  is  a  dangerous  drug.  See  Chapter
VIII). Also analyzed are issues pertaining to the derogation of fundamental human rights,
censorship of medical doctors, freedom of expression and the protest movement.

Video: What the Great Reset Really Has in Store for Us

By Kristina Borjesson, Matthew Ehret-Kump, Iain Davis, Tom Luongo, and Whitney Webb,
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April 08, 2022

The Whistleblower Newsroom presents excerpts from a riveting panel discussion among
independent investigative journalists Iain Davis and Whitney Webb, Editor-in-Chief of the
Canadian Patriot Review Matthew Ehret, political commentator and analyst Tom Luongo,
and Moscow-based journalist Riley Waggaman, who talk about The Great Reset’s hallmarks,
how it was kicked into high gear by a fraudulent covid pandemic, and how those fighting for
the ultimate prize—total governance over all  people and things–think the world and all
humans in it, should be.

While You Were Distracted by Will Smith, the International Elitists Met at the 2022 World
Government Summit

By Derrick Broze, April 07, 2022

During Schwab’s short talk he also mentioned his pet project “the 4th Industrial Revolution“,
which  is  essentially  the  digital  panopticon  of  the  future,  where  digital  surveillance  is
omnipresent and humanity uses digital technology to alter our lives.

Globalists Aim to Take Over Health Systems Worldwide

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, March 15, 2022

The globalist cabal is planning to monopolize health systems worldwide through the creation
of an international pandemic treaty that makes the World Health Organization the sole
decision maker on pandemic matters.
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